EXHIBIT
Comes v. Microsoft

S[even Sinofsky

From:
Sent:
To:

Friday, Oct~be~ 24, 1907 12:18 PM

St~v~
F~’: th~s week’s Notes

Subject,

Held me I’ve gotten Iot~of ma~l about how you want to slip office (like thLs one). i wish 1 could I~ave a
chance to tell you wha’t we ~’e doing ~rst before momehtum builds for this. I don’t think there is an option called "slip
office to compete with Notes in 1998" and all the work we’re doin_g for Office9 is necessary infrastructure anyway (l-CO
and HTML).
Here is our vision statement (not feature list-I will update you on the actual feature list when we meet). Which ! sent you
ba~..k in March:
:
Our schedu e is to ship this in July. I think wb’re doing well right now and there is a reasonable chance that we w~ hit
date. ! don’t see anything ¢atasb’~phic that w~ll cause us to sl p a huge amount.
I realize this is a huge vacuum in o~r company’s product plans, but until this week the Exchange re.am was the Notes team
(and from their recent organization (~t~nges they still .a_re ~e Not.e~.. team); It is .extra.ordina.,dl.y hard t,o c~,m .p~,te .w.,ith No.tes
if you’re not the group that ow~s ema~, since Notes is tundementa[ly adcn ema~ system. It IS even naroer =; you re not
allowed to write code to MAPI which is the only API to our.rr~ system (which we’re not). So we were not anxious to take
on Notes this release.
Office9 and starting over-it w~l be at .~.ast 12 months n-ore .~e oay mat happens unu= we can .~,p ~g~==~. ,- ~ ~ then it is
highty unlikely we w~l have anything to compete v~th Notes.
rm trying to help, but ! fee~ I.ike I’m be!he cornered into producing somethin.g that is extraordinarily difficult in an insanely
short period of time.
¯ ----Original Message--From: Br~an Arbogast
Sent: Friday, October24, 1997 12:01 PM
,Ion DeVaan; Steven Sinofsky
To:
this week’s Notes fire-drill
Subject:
rm sure you’ve already had your inboxes inur~dated from Kavi and poss~ly RichardM on this topic. The gist of it. is that
SteveB wants Office9 On partJc~ar, Access) to add support for building Exchange-based apps. He would apparently push
to slip Office for ~is. Just what you wanted to hear, I’m sure.
and Peter Loforte have been the Tools guyf; involve~ in this discussion. Our.MS99 plans, which we!re just starting to firm
lup, include better fargetJng of Exchange, both by au..thor~, s.upp,ort fo~i TliE.dit.-b,,a;s, e~l. forms ,tha! ~co~uld be, either li _,c~__i~ent
(i.e. leverage IE4, COOtOut~ook obj mod~el, .p_st: native coae~ .~..o.r.oa.o~’..ea~_ ~.,atl logic oon,e_~.,.,_P,~_ ~ o.n__tn_e_.s,~e~’~e~r~
"
" In (")ffi~ "
rxeference, o
).

OV ex-l.enoino tile ViSUal borl [ n-oKOr oellve.Fau~u u~ uy uuuu=,~ .,=u.~,.y ,,,. ~ \ .
g

If you decide that this is a go then we (my and Yuval’s orgs) w~ll gladly work W~.h you, the Access team, etc. to get the right
components into Of Sce on a schedule that makes sense. Feel free to ping me for more info on what this would mean
and/oF anobher perspective on this week’s discussions,
Brian
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M crosoft Office9
**Microsoft Confidential**
They come, sometimes, without our knowing what brings them. There is always a ddving technology, a
desirable benefit, or even wishful thinking. Paradigm shifts are as central to our industry as is Moore’s Law.
Office was a paradigm shift. Beginning with Office 4 and culminating with Office 97., our product profoundly
altered the way people use their Windows PCs to create, analyze, present, and store information. As the
early successes of Office 97 become apparent, one must take stock of the profound change, a paradigm
shift:, that is underway. The Vision for Office9 provides the shared guiding prindples behind the next
release Of Microsoft’s most important product.

The Vision for Office9
Vision: Office9 is the best execution" of an integrated suite of Intemet-centric communication
and productivity tools for creating, editing, sharing, synthesizing, and analyzing busin.ess
information.
Fundamentally, Office9 is a compelling and exciting product that generates demand when
demonstrated to individuals and influential end-users. Office9 is a must-have and no-brainer
upgrade for Office 97 customers.
Office9 demonstrates industry leadership, provides a clear path for long-termcustomer value,
and improves end-user productivity by focusin~g on the following product areas:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Migration, Administration, Deployment, and Management
HT~L Document Creation
Outlook and Outlook+Application Integration
Web Colla6oration and Solutions
Web-Based Corporate Reporting
Personal Productivity

How do~s one use this document? The goal of I;his document is to provide a play book o~ batUe plan, but not a recipe o(" feature list for
Offlceg. A~ you begin the selection o~’ featu~, design, englne~ring and ulti~tately the release of the product it is critical to the success’of
Office9 t~at .~.ch or" yo~ maintain spldt of this vision. The decisions, tradeoffs, and choice~ you make in b~Jilding Office9 should relate to the
pdrK:iples ouUined below. Like a football game or a battle, there are many situa*Jons and circums~nc~F this visio~t did not foresee, b~c this
visio~ se~ves aS a guide for what ts Important and should help ead~ of you to make the right derisions. Office9 Will be an expression o~ this
vision that builds on ~e skills, creativity, and fo:cslght of everyone In De..~top Applications.

Customer Value Proposition
With the original Office product Microsoft established the long-term value proposition of an integrated suite
of productJv[Q/ applications. The first releases of Office were mere skeletons of this proposition and it was
only with Office 97 that Microso~ truly delivered an integrated suite. At the same time, Office has begun to
establish a new long-term value proposition based upon communication and the Internet M~-~ 12~2Lt~L~
IMicrosoft Office is the most compellin~i, integrated suite of l:nternet-centri¢
communication and productivity tools for creating, editing, sharing, synthesizing, and
analyzing business information.
We have a challenge in designing Office9 in that for the vast majority of PC users, Office 97 is still well
ahead of the average user’s need for Internet functionality. Office9 will be a leading-edge "product in terms
of focus on Internet scenarios. Office9 is a technology-centric release based on leveraging the standards in

infrastructure. It is the case that decisions will be made that take into account where technology trends are
taking the industry rather than specifically focusing on today’s customer feedback or expectations. Office9
is a leadership produc-l: for the industry and customers.
Our objective is to provide a timely release of Office that-will migrate existing Office 97 users to new levels
of communication and Internet functionality. Office9 will lead the industry in integrating document
creation, electronic mail, web servers, and provides functionality that makes even the most Internet-sawy
person take note.
In the past our primary Office customer has been end-users (including influentials) and to some degree the
solutions developer. Office9 will broaden our focus to include bvo new customer segments: Administrators
and CIO/Influentials. We will necessarily focus less on pure end-user functionality, though this does r~ot
change on~ bit our to-the-core dedication to ease of use for all of the work in Officeg. We will make
decisions that favor the Administrator or ]nfluential over tfie individual end-user.
Customer

Value Proposition

O~ce9 is the best, easiest to use, and most integrated suite of
tools for the creation and analysis of common business
EndOffice9 is exalting and fun to use at work and peop.le
user/Individual information.
will both want to and need to upgrade. Office9 is as fast or faster
than Office 97.
Office9 is a must-have upgrad.e that allows the guru/influential
i lnfluential End- user to do new things that impress others in the office. Office9
User
provides leading edge integration of email and the web thai’allows
the power user to get more impressive work done sooner.
Office9 supports customizable and centralized distribution,
roaming user-profiles, and self-diagnosing and repairing
Administrators applications. Office9 is a no-brainer upgrade from Office 97
because we do not change the binary file formats and migrate ~II
custom applications and user-settings.
Solutions
Builder

Office9 provides the richest set ofprogrammabl4 objects for Use in
Intranet and Internet custom solutions built on the combination of
standard web browsers, servers, and scripting.

O,~ce9 integrates with and leverages key Microsoft initiatives
including Zero Administration Windows, Internet Explorer,
Influentials and Windows NT Server, and BackOffice. At the same time, Office9
CIOs
embraces open Intemet standards and builds unique value on top
of those standards. Office9 is not a dead-end or end of an era, but
the natural transition from one paradigm to the next. Office9 does
not drive hardware purchases and performs as well or better than
Office 97 In real-world benchmarking.
Table ~.. Office9 Value Propositions by targeted custome~ segment

The value proposition establishes a long term and multi-release commitment with our customers. Office
will continue to lead and to innovate along the vision of producing a communica~ion-centric suite of
productivity tools. Office9 is a big first step and with it comes a history of understanding how these
transitions take place.

Competition

H~I4LY CONF~DENTU~

The watchwords for dealing with the current competitive situation can be taken from Andy Grove’s recent
best seller-Only the Paranoid Survfve. It is a fact thai: our traditional competitors (Word Perfect, Lotus,
Software Publishing, Borland, and recently Corel) have been left in the dust by Office 97. There is simply
no chance that we will lose sales because of lack of feature parity with those traditional products. Of course
these companies, and all the new competitors, know that and are rapidly devising strategies that might
lead to victory through an end-run or changing the rules o1[ the game. Thus our competitive focus for
Office9 will be on e new breed of communication and collaboration products that do not compete with

Office head-on, but offer customers an alternative desktop computing environment that might accomplish
the more relevant task~ (communication and collaboration) either more e .~ciently or more cost-effectively.
Network Computer (NC) and Java both represent our customers’ best hope for a correction of the sins
of the Windows PC. The NC platform with Java applications represents a world where new technologies and
paradigms solve the management, deployment, and training issues nega.tively associated with Office and
Windows. For Office9 by radically sir~plifying these aspects of Office and Windows, and at the same time
delivering a much richer user-experience, we will bridge the existing users to this new paradigm.
Net_scape Communicator defines a new suite, taking advantage of the I’essons learned from the Office 4.
More broadly, this competitor symbolizes the pre-eminence of electronic mail in the new paradigm. We
must deliver on a broad set of features that address the communications scenarios of Communicator by
leveraging Outlook as the hub of a communication-centered desktop. We will also integrate seamlessly
with Internet Explorer.
HTML editing tools such as NetObjects, FrontPage, Net.scape Composer, and a whole range of tools that
¯ ~iwill continue to be introduced over the year all provide users that have the need or desire to create web
~:~documents with alternatives to Office. The richness and webness of the dooJments these tools are able to"
create sets the absolute minimum bar for Offce9 and we .must be better across the board at making it easy
~1~o produce great looking HTNL documents. Ei.ectronic mail editors will also support HTNL and thus pose
~another threat to Office. The integration.of Office documents and Outlook provides unique opportunities to
thwart thiscompetition.
"
.

~

~

~!..’~l_otus/IBM Notes and Oracle (and to some degree Sun) will continue to attempt to marginalize Office in
~i~favor of pushing a server-centric (and often user-hostile) strategy: We can expect them to continue to
~i-~portray Office as a negative in favor of pushing a strategy of components and glue or even no client (~ode
~at all W’e will address this threat by a combination of better’administrat on on the client and an
~chi~ecture that supports specific Office scenarios" by leveraging the support of web servers ru6ning "
~:=0ffice9 code’as well as tight integration with Windows NT and BackOffce.
l~;.Corel Perfect Office is a traditional competitor in every sense and presents us mostly with a marketing

~..~:~na ly, our o n t4icrosoft Of~de 4,x and Office 95, while certainly a great asset, are also our strongest
~competitors. We will likely upgrade a significant portion of our installed base to Office.97, but at the same
.time we must raise the benefits and lower the costs assodated with any upgrade to these products.

~

Product, Priorities, and. Tim.in
Offce9 will be delivered as a single integrate~l pro.duct that represents the needs of the majority of our
customers. We will actiyely move lesser-used components, espedally content, out of this core product and
make them available via the web where end-users can obtain them and corporations can choose to
incorporate them in custom deployments. This core product includes Outlook, Word, Excel~ PowerPoint,
Access, with major contributions from User-Assistance, Data Access, and Programmability.
The Office9 product development process will be more centralized and will reflect the recent or.ganizational
changes in terms of an emphasis on smaller self-deterministic teams. There are some spedfic’areas that
are clear areas for improvement based on the Office 97 post-mortem including a shared specification
process, more unified scheduling, a central build process, and a stronger central role for release and
configuration management. Fundamentally, the process of building Office9 will be improved over Office
by maintaining a more stable product throughout the process (includi.ng self-hosting), managing the
overall bug counts, and improving our test planning and execution. Office9 will adhere to a much stricter
and more realistic definition of Code Complete by locking down the product before the end of the
development milestone, and not after.
Over the next weeks, the Directors of Development and Testing will deliver the guidelines for the specific
changes we are making to the product development process.

I~tS-PCA i~2-~-:~
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It goes without saying that given the competitive situation the ideal would be to release Office9 sooner
rather than la~er. "there is a high risk of having the right product at the wrong time should we fail to deliver
at the promised time. A5 it stands we have an aggressive schedule that will give us the time to do the right
level of communications support; while at the same time the schedule provides as timely a release as we
can make. There is lit-tle margin for error and this schedule is dependent on improving the process we used
in O~ce 97.
Date

Milestone

3/3/97

Visions Completed

5/1/97

MM1 Coding Starts

8/1/97- MM2 Coding Starts
11/1/97 MM3 Coding Starts
2/15/98 Code Complete!

3/1/98 Beta I
4/1/98 ZBR I
5/1/98 Beta II
6/I/98 ZBR If, Marketing Beta
7/I/98 RTM USA
8/15/98 RTM ]apan
Table 2. Major m{lestone_S f~r the Office9
schedule.

Office9 will be between Office 95 and Office 97 in terms of schedule, investment, and focus. Office 95 was
a small effort almost entirely focused on Win32 while Office 97 was a huge effort with, as described in the
post-mortem, a lack of shared vision and product.focus. Where Office 97 was about sharing and application
innovation, Office9 is about efficiency/simplicity and consistent communication-centered innovation. To this
end, Office9 will focus on Total Administration, I-fTML, Web CollaI~oration, Personal Productivity, and Data
Access and Reporting. If you need to bend over backwards to make something iSt into one of these
buckets, then there is a good chance the feature should be reconsidered for Office9.

TAO of Office9
The Totally Administerable Office will deliv@r on the promises of the NC in terms of manageability and
deployment. Although we tend to focus on the setup pro .cess and tex=hnology, the primary objective for this
effort is to remove setup from the equation and deliver 6ur a’~plications so that setup is really only a
glorified copy process. Every single derision we make in the product has an impact on the cost of
Ownership for our most important corporate customers. Much like in years past where development
became increasingly aware of the impact their decisions could have on the ability to localize Office, Office9
calls for us to make that same dedication to understanding the needs of our corporate customers.
The functionality goals for the Of-ficeg’s efforts on manageability and administration include:
¯ Install and deploy: Office9 will make it easy to deploy from a central location to a set of desktops
in a networked environment. An important option will include controlling how much gets installed
locally and how much will be run from the central location. All features of Office9 will be advertised
from the running applications, even if they have not been installed, and accessed via ]ust-in-t~’me
installation.
¯ Customize: Office9 provides the ability to choose only the components that are needed on a
reasonably granular level and to set each preference prior to the deployment.
¯ Upgrade: Office9 Will smoothly upgrade from previous Office 95/97 release, which incJudes
migrating the old settings and user’s work to the new installation and management metaphor. Key to
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this work is recognizing that Office9 will be run in a mixed environment with other versions of Oflqce.
o Unify preferences and settings: Office9 will consistently store, maintain, and customize
preferences and settings. We will aggressively seek to provide administrators the option to lock down
important settings and provide a means for customization of key settings at deployment.
¯ Support roaming user and laptops: Office9 will implement features to enable documents and
customizationS to roam with the user between multiple machines. Office9 will address the needs of
laptop users by providing an easy way to control what travels with the machine and what roams via
the server.
¯ Deliver resilient applications: Office9 applications.wilt be run even when not all components are
installed, when the registry is corrupted, when files have been mista.kenly deleted, or when the
default source for the just-in-time installable components disappears or changes.
o. Administer and maintain: Office9 supports central administ~tion. Updat~es and patches can be
pushed from a central location and administrators will be able to monitor and report the installation
problems and application status from.a central place.

HTML in Office9
HTML will play a c~ntral role in Qfficeg, as it is the common subst~te upon which communication scenarios
are enabled. This includes ele~ronic mail in Outlook (Outlook Will have an HTML-based mail note released
this year). We hace many challenges in m.oving our proprietary document formals I~o HTML as there is a
deep relationship between the features in Office and the storage format used to persist them.
Nevertheless, the importance of HTML is such that we will give up any single feature, or even a large
number of featu.res, to enable the bulk of user-created documents to be stored, all the time, in HTML. By
leveraging standard HTML for representing our documents we gala the full benefits of universal viewing in
the user’s choice of browser and the ability of our documents to be processed (indexed, annotated, source
controlled, etc.) by independent code on the server or client."
For Office9, our-applications will oll target H-TML as a first class file format. Given that many of our
customers, especially the important Influential End Users, will be targeting web servers as their primary
document repositories it is essential that we provide enough HTML support such that these users can
reasonably set their de~61t file format to HTML. The benefits of HTML combined with the new HTML
document creation features in Office9 will be so compelling tflat the loss of some features will be tolerated.
For all users, we will continue to support fully the Office 97 binary file format so for those corporations Lhat
need to run in a mixed environment where many users of different releases of O~fice must collaborate on
documents we hav~ a TCO-friendly answer. For usersthat prefer the HTML ~ile format, we have a new
behest of universal viewing which allows Office9 docum.ents to be viewed by all users on all platforms for
which there is an HTML level 3 browser.
When moving our documents frsm l~inary formats to HTML it is easy to ~et caught up in trying to map each
of our application features to some new HTML tag, a control, or a binary blab interpreted only by. our
applications. We will do a lot of this work and it will be painful. But we will be innovative and find new
features in our applications that would not previously have been done in as universal a manner. The
evangelist Billy Sunday once said, "[M]any men...have got just enough religion to make them miserable.
there is no joy in religion, you have got a leak in your religion:" V~ith less fire and brimstone, the measure
of Officeg’s success with HTM, L will be measured by more than just pain. The upside for providing
innovative editing functionality is huge and an opportunity Office is uniquely positioned to leverage. For
existing features that do not move to HTML, the user will still have the option of 100% compatibility ~ith
Office 97 by using the binary file format. Innovative features for Office9 must first be designed for HTML
and only if absolutely necessary should the work be done to provide this support for the binary format as
well. As we transition to this new paradigm there will be some discontinuities.
We will target the common browser for our HTML work in Officeg. This means that Office9 documents
must look great in Internet Explorer 3.0 and Navigator 3.0. Although the browser space is fast
moving and updates are madeavailable frequently, corporate adoption and the general inertia of an
installed base will provide a majority of those bro.wsers, or most .certainly a highly frac]mented installed
base, For the foreseeable future. Additionally, a primary advantage Office9 gains from lever-aging HTMLis
the availability of ubiquitous viewing on any .platform, which does force a certain lowest 6amman
denominator approach. We must succeed in’delivering a standard HTML representation of Office documents
that looks great in the current generati_on of browsers.

There are a number of key scenarios where the static representation of a page is not adequate. In the
Office 97 environment the user would be running Office to view the document and see this enhanced
behavior. For Office9 we will enhance the online presentation of Office documen~ by lever-aging a
combination of Java applications/applets and Internet Explorer 4.0’s object model. Office9 documents
must look amazing in Ynternet Explorer 4.0.
A key aspect of HTHL in Office9 is the use of the user’s preferred browser as the primary meansof locating,
reading, and even interacting with Office documents. Office9 users will see documents in the browser .
before they choose to edit them, just as today most people see documents on paper rather than online.
Office9 applications will continue to be the premier mechanism for high fidelity printing, and i .nteractive
viewing. We will make the transition between browser and editor an easy one for users that use HTHL_
The functionality goals for the Officeg’s efforts in HTML editing indude:
¯ Embrace: Office9 will enhance eachapplication to support HTML as a round,trip file format for
common documents (Access will continue to store data in MDB). It will be entirely possible for a
corporation to standardize on HTML as theirOffice9 file format at deployment time. The key elements
of embracing HTML functionality include: round tripping edit state, maintaining the raw HTML fidelity
necessary for third party processing (do not strip. (~o~nments, adjust: white-space, etc.), .~upporting
embeddable objects with a standard mechanism (do not lose the idea of afile containin;g words and ¯
pictures), transfer (i.e. import and export) of HTML-based data between our applications and other
HTML applications (browsers, editors, news/mail clients). There will be a base of shared
infrastructure to support a consistent and e.fficient implementation of HTML.
¯ Extend: HTHL 3.2 by itself is not always compelling enough. Office9 will build on the foundation .
created by embracing .HTHL to deliver richer documents and online reading/analysis capabilities. The
key elements of extending HTML functionality include: ~reating (and proposing, to the WJC) new tag
attributes that only our applications understand yet render in today’s browsers, working with Internet
Explorer on rendering tags offering a unique adyantage to Officeg+Internet Explorer users, providing
a richer viewing and analysis experience with the addition of variou~ runtime components (such as
vector graphics and a grid) as a companion to Office9 ap.plicatJons. Office9 will not extend HThlL
support until the full embrace level of support has been completed.
¯ Hail: Offce9 will leverage t~he ~ork in HTHL to pr6vide rich mail support through the use of WordMail
as the standard email editor companion to popular mail clients such as Intemet E×ploreG Netscape
Communicator, Eudora, with emphasis on extremely rich integratk)n with Outlook.
¯ Graphics: Online documents necessitate great su’pport in graphics and we have a considerable start
in Office 97. To date the use of graphics on web pages has been focused on reuse of clip art or on the
very high end. Officeg’s improved Office_Art delivers built-in raster and vector graphics that ma.ke it
easy for you to author cool web documents. Great support for saving OfficeArt as HT~L including
high quality GIF and .~PEG output.. By extending the base HTHL with client-side code or leveraging
new 2-D layout.in the browser users will be able.to support vector-based graphics and better layout.

Outlook and Outlook+Application inte~ration
Office9 fully recognizes that electronic mail will become the center of the user’s focus in the next few years.
We are already seeing.erosion of Word’s facetime in front of users as email becomes paramount in
importance. Outlook will represent the hub of an Office9 user’s work_space and Office9 document creation
tools will become an integral part of this workspace.
Given the current planning o/des the. major scenarios that will be critical to the success of this mission
have not yet been determined. Outlook will release an Intemet-standards based upgrade in 1997. During
this time Office9 will begin co-designing several marquee application-.lntegration features that will be
completed during the second half of development of Officeg. There are several important scenarios that are
be.ing considered and the list below includes some preliminary ideas. The Office Web Client shared fe_a_t.u_r.e..
team will be driving this integration.
":HS-PCA 1232459
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An initial cut at functionality gca!s for the Office9’s efforts on Outlook integration indude:
¯ WordMail: it is imperative to the long-term success of Word, not to mention a significant user

¯

¯

¯

¯

benefit, that Office9 deliver on the promises of using Word to compose email. For Officeg, Word will
remove the barriers to usage of WordFCail by improving performance and stability, while at the same
time adding compelling features that will enhance mail creation. Word will also seek to establish
WordMail as the premium editor foi- use in other popular emaH clients.
office Documents as Mail: Each Office9 document creation tool (Word, Excel, PowerPoint) will be
able to create native HTML documents and incorporate page scripting. A compelling use of Office
would be as aforms creation tool for corporate scenarios, such as expense reports. By enabling a
shared mail header available from any Office9 document, Office9 users will be able to create a mail
message from inside any document. This reverses the norm of creating a brief mail message With an
attached’document and allows the more natural metaphor of creating a document with a brief
attached note. This builds on the popularity of the Office File Send command, something that we see
significant usage of in corporate settings.
Web Collaboration l"ntegration: The Office9 Server functionality (see ~elow) will create serverbased data that will be viewable by Outlook (or any threaded conversation/data viewer). The
threaded information will be relev.anl~ to a particular document/set of documents and include
comments and annotations, both structured and unstructured. There will be times when it is best to
view this data in a structured viewer capable of defining grid or table views, and Outloo.k. integration
will address this need.
Mail/Office Document User Model: "For corporate users that are entirely mail-centric, Office9 will
allow users to create, save, and manage their Office documents entirely, as though they were mail
messages. 0ffice9 will incorporate the user model for managing mail documen .Ls with the user-model
for traditional documents. This will remove the separate notions of File Save from the applications
and allow the simple metaphor of mail folders to be. used for document storage. For example, instead
of saving a document to a folder a user will be able to just hit the Escape key and acknowledge.
saving changes, which will place the rich Office9 document in what looks just like another mail folder
to the user.
Enhanced Personal :Integration: The .lournal feature in Outlook has proven quite popular with the
press and influentials (though is currently underused in real wodd experience). There are numerous
places where Office9 can build on this infrastructure in terms of providing a personal history of the
work being done by ~n individual.

Web Collaboration and Solution~ in Office9
Office9 will make dramatic improvements in the use of servers and networking infrastructure, l~n this new
paradigm, servers become an integral part ol~ the everyday user’s experience with Office. This new server.
functionality goes well beyond today’s treatment of servers as merely giant hard drives. Office9 will provide
corporations and workgroups with a rich collaboration and information-sharing environment based on web
technologies. The collaboration suppo~ will be enriched by full support for HTML-based scripting in all of
the Office9 applications, which will allow solutions developers to build solutions starting with Officeg’s
easy-to-use creation tools.
-Office9 will introduce a new user model for documen~storage and publication, buil~ a new collaboration
infrastructure, and provide easy-to-use .document management and support for basic workflow. A key
aspect of the server support in Office9 is the leverage of other Microsol~ products and strategies.. Office9
will leverage the FrontPage server extensions to provide a nearly universal level of server support for the
base scenarios of getting documents to and from the web server. Extending this functionality, the Office9
server support will leverage the Windows NT Server and Intemet Information Server products to provide a
rich end-to-end experience that is also very easy to install and administer. The server functionality will be
a key focal point for Officeg. We believe the Office9 Server has the potential to be received as a new
product in the Office9 box, much as Outlook was received.
The functionality goals for the Officeg’s efforts in web collaboration include:
¯ User Model: Office9 will make it easy for users to publish documents to web servers. But more than
providing a simple mechanism for POST, the server support will free users from managing the
process and implementation of sharing information electronically. Office9 will allow a user to
seamlessly replicate documents from the server to a local machine or laptop. The goal of this effort is
to bring the ease of use anc~ simple conceptual model of email to the process of creating .we~b pa__ges
for use by one, a few, or many others.
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¯ Information Push: Office9 will introduce specific server-side features that will support a push
model for distributing and locating documents. Office9 users will be a.ble to subscribe to documents
(or the author can create a readership list). There will be an event model for documents (or sets
documents) stored on the server that will allow rich customized behavior for both push and workflow
routing.
¯ Collaboration: Office9 will introduce a new level of collaboration into the document creation
process. Essentially documents will contain anchored conversation threads, which can be thpugh~ of
as live annotations, but with the added structure" and security provided by a rich back end data store.
These threads will be viewable from within the document, a browser, or a thread viewer (Outlook).
Although annotation is immediately interesting, the true value of this functionality comes when
documents themselves are created dynamically on the server as the result of merging inputs from
various users.
¯ Annotation: Office9 will support the annotation of documents even wher~ users do not have write
access to the document. This will allow a group to annotate any page on a corporate intranet or even
the Intemet itself. These annotations will be stored and managed on the server.
¯ Document management and reconciliation: Office9 will provide end-users with traditional
document management features such as ch.eck-in, check-out, versioning, and rollback. These wilI not
be required and can be used only when needed; thus this functionality will be unobtrusive.
¯ FroEtPage l;ntegration: The basic functio.nality of s~ving documents and link verification and repair
will be carried out by the FrontPage server architecture. In this way~ Office9 and FrontPage become
even more tighUy integrated.
. Presentation conferencing: Building on the presentation tools in PowerPoint, Office9 will integrate
with the server based NetShow technology to provide streaming multi-cast presentations.
Providing scripting tools within the Office9 applications will’enrich the server-side functionality. 3ust as
led the way in providing in-document solutions, the browser-hosted model will be used to allow end-users
to create live documents and forms using Office9 applic-~tions as editors.
The functionality goals for the Officeg’s efforts in programmable scripting include:
¯ Language-independent scripting: Office9 will support scripting (3avaScript and VBScript) for
browser-based HTML documents. The VBE development environment and integration will be
extended to include the necessary tools to create~ edit, and save scripts. Office9 will provide a
number of pro-built scripts (analogous to today’s ActiveX compone~nt we!l) for many of the common
operations
¯ Object model: Office9 will support mapping today’s object model to the object model of the
browser. This will allow easy transition between application-hosted solutions and browse-hosted
solutions. This will also include improved support for events within the applications to allow for better
scripting in browser scenarios.
¯ WebBots: Office9 will support inserting FrontPage WebBots that add interesting functionality without
the overhead of learning and understanding server programming..
o .lava c6mponents and controls: Office9 will introduce several elements of functionality as browser "
components. Excel will introduce a component grid that supplies a subset of Excel’s functionality as a
control Access .will introduce DataPages as a programmable data access page. Office_Art will
introduce advanced rendering controls for vector graphics.

Web-Based Corporate Reportin~ in Office9
Increasingly corporations are using Office as the preferred front end for their corpprate reporting systems when the data gets to the desktop, it is delivered within Excel, often within pivot tables, and within Access,
often as banded reports. With the data in Excel, users can customize reports, produce charts, do .analyses,
etc, all without requiring effort on the part of MIS. With the data in Access the users can create banded
reports, queries, filter, sort, etc., again without requiring MIS work. This allows FF/MIS to focus on making
the backend data available, rather than the specifics of all the repo’rts desired by users. Users like this
because of the flexibility it gives them and IU-/MI5 likes this because it frees them up to do what’s most
important for them.
As corporations move to intranets for delivery of their corporate reports, we need to make sure that Excel 9

and Access 9 provide the necessary support. We will not only be a good web citizen, but will be particularly
strong in data access capabiliicies used in the web environment. Further, we will beef up general reporting
capabilities in Excel to make it more attractive as a reporting tool.
The plan is to allow people to design to Office, but run without modification on plain browsers. So corporate
developers can set up reports in Office and have the reports viewable both in Office and in plain browsers.
Succeeding here will help keep O~ce entrenched in strategic corporate applications. Office’s reporting and
anal~ic power will provide strong incentive for IT/MIS to continue to design around Office, rather than
smaller, better-behaved components. The plan is to keep Office ahead of this curve.
The functionality goals for the Ofrqce9’s efforts in Data Access and Reporting include:
¯ Access Data Pages: Data Pages are Access forms and reports built specifically for the web. Users
can create forms and reports that leverage .web technologies and are rendered with WYSIWYG fidelity
in the browser.
¯ Excel Components ("Web)eL"): WebXL is a set of reusable spreadsheet components designed for .
use on web pages. These include display, recalc, cell table, data binding, HTI~L load/save, and an
a’rchitecture for extensions such as pivot tables. These comp(~nents provide services in a variety of
conte.x~. In Web-based corporate reports WebXL provides interactive spreadsheets and PivotTables. In Access DataPages WebXL provides recalc and ac~rid for displaying relational data ~ources. In
Internet Explorer, WebXL can provide recalc behind HTML tables and controls. On the server, Web×L
will provide high-speed recalc and the ability to g~nerate FITML from serve.r-calculated data.
¯ Next Generation Data Binding: Excel, Access and Microsoft Query will consume and expose OLEDB
to deliver database power with better performance against these stores. Access’ new Data Pages and
improved Lists will be designed from the grognd u’p with SQL server as’a primary data store. Excel "
will leverage Tensor for online analytical processing. Excel will.also include new formulas that can
directly access Stored data.
"
¯ Excel Pivot Table Enhancement.s: Client-Server Pivot Tables will greatly increase the capacity of
pivot tables for analyzing large corporate data sources available from both data warehouses and
traditional oorporal:e databases. Hierarchical dimension support, .using Tensor, will provi~le richer
display and manipulation of the data being analyzed. Pivot Charts will provide interactive analysis
through charts.
¯ Access Internet Replication (Improved): Replica’tio.n from a local machine to a server via D.ata
Pages enables a whole range of new scenarios, Access will also support direct replication between
SQL Server and Access.

Personal Productivity in Office9
The most important aspect of the efforts in productivity for Office9 is in providing cool suite-wide features
that are relevant to communication scenarios and compelling to IEUs, while at the sametime making.these
accessible to individual end-users. Officeg’s overall attractiveness to end-users depends on suite-wide
advances in personal productivity.
The hallmark of Applications has always been attention to the end-userand making it easy for the typical
person to be productive with Office applications. Office9 will continue to invest iri the area of improving
end-user productivity. Unlike previous releases of Office, traditional ease-of-use will be at the broad suite
level rather than incremental improvements in specific applications. In particular, Office9 will make
signit~cant investments in hard-Co-clone iniidalr.ives that will permit an easier to use platform’of applications.
Office9 will look for opportunities to unil~ormly improve the ease-of-use of all the applications,, improving
the overall level of consistency and user-experience.
Productivity is also critical for the influential end-users (IEUs) who will drive upgrades to Office9. Thus
there will be a significant investment in making the IEU usage scenarios much more productive. These new
scenarios will focus on integrating communical~on functionality that is increasingly important to these
communication savvy users. The challenge of the Office9 productivity efforts will be to focus on making
these new communication scenarios (information sharing, browser integration, information management
and dissemination) powerful without further bloating Office.
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The priority for productivity features across all of Office9 is to enable web editing and internet scenarios,
while inve~.ing in infrastructure for the long term. Office9 prioritize extending existing metaphors and
concepts, over introducing new concepts that force training.
The functionality goals for the Officeg’s efforts in personal productivity include:
¯ File New, File Open~ File Save, Universal Insert: The most used and most criticized dialogs in
Office will be made relevant, improved, and unified with the web and with the collaboration and
server-based user model. This poses a particularly difficult migration challenge as users have ver
high expectations of both functionality’and performance for the existing scenarios, while we want to
move them forward to the new scenarios’without adding yet another namespace browsing and
management tool. There is ample opportunity to improve this area with p’ersonalization and
intelligence.
¯ Collect and Edit: Using the web for read!ng information is very easy. Using our applications to
create docurAents is also easy. However, when you try to combine the two users are left wanting
more. Office9 will support a new paradigm of individual document creation called coflect and edit,
which will allow one to seamles&ly browse web content and incorporate that into documents as they
are created. Formatting, and source Io~ation will be maintainedand the new document will look as
though the user created it from scratch, with appropda.te atl~ribut~on.- ¯
¯ Structural Editing’/Event Monitor: Offi~e’applications can b& made much easier to use by
leveraging the structure inherent in documents. Structure can be determined by analyzing the user’~
document and suggesting changes (such as formatting or chart types). Also by tracking the user
actions as they take place and suggesting functionality or automating the most likely task {such as
creating a hypedink automatically) we can improve the richness of the document without forcing the
user to learn more of the application. Office9 will p.rovide a shared event monitor, based on the Word
97 implementation, to be used by all the applications. We will invest in a large rule base for each
application to provide a consistent and rich set of automated tasks in Officeg. Both Excel and Access
will build significantly in the area of structured editing in the area of automated list maintenance. In
addition, Excel and Access will develop the notion of structured parts that provide pre-built pieces for
incorporation into documents. Broad ~reas for improvement Include AutoCorrect-.and general
detection of.composite operations (AutoAuto). The features in this area will enable Office9 to deliver
on more personalized editing.
¯ Personal Profile: Office9 will learn from users and k~ep track of this information. As Offica9
applications are used, the assistance mechanisms become smarter and more tuned to the individual.
These automatic customizations will roam with the user and it will be,easy to customize the amount
of learning Office9 does.
¯ Core Znteeface: The key guidelines for the core interface improvements in Office9 will be to unify
disparate elements of the proc[ucts and to connect the interface elements together and to Internet
resources. Cot& interface wor~ Will focus on finding ways to reduce the perception of bloatware that
comes from an overwhelming number of interface elements seen by typical users. Office9 will build
on the investments in consistency and shared code (Command Bars) to provide a new level of
improved interface. The primary innovation will be in the area of connecting user-interface elemen~
together via a WebUr.. Office9 will also connect elements of the interface to Internet resources, for
example alerts will be actionable and allow administrators (by default these UP, Is will point to
Microsoft) to point alerts at specific URI~ for conte~t or assistance. A key aspect of core interface will
be the unification with the new metaphors introduced by the shell update portion of Internet Explorer
4.0. The Assistant (Social interface) is also included in the core interface work. Office9 will improve
the Office Assistant itself (better screen management, more exciting customization for solutions,
etc.) Additionally, the Assistant’s role in providing a front-end for the user to assistance and
discovery of new functionality will be enhanced as it is integrated with the work in event monitoring
and personalization. The social interface ~till be made accessible to users that requir& Accessibility
services from Windows. ¯
¯
Virus Protection: For the existing O.~ce 97 file formats Office 9 will add support for enhanced virus
p rotection and digital signatures. [n addition, the general issues of document security will be
scrutinized and Office9 will proactively provide better security for documents and solutions.
Worldwide Support: Recognizing the fact that Office applications aee used increasingly to create
multi-lingual documents in a multi-lingual environment, Office9 will improve international proofing
tools and provide better overall support for international writing. Office9 will have single woHdwide..
executables and allow installable language support and switchable language user-interface. Office9
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will also add specific Far East editing features for Word.
¯ Consistency: /ks with each release it will critical that we maintain (and improve) the level of
consistency in our user interface and there will be efforts to insure that we do not go backwards in
this area as we introduce new concepts.

Key Scenarios
Each application and shared feature team as a small set of targeted scenarios, which are documented on
h~.’.//OfficeWeb/Visions and http_’./_/LQ_~ e_~_~W b]p!_ao_s_. Program management and Product Design are
working on sketches that show these scenarios in action.

Tenets
Office9 will begin with a base set of assumptions that cross all applications and functional areas. These, in
some way, represent l~e cornmandment~ in that they should be taken seriously as each derision is made
that impacts the product. These might sound somewhat preachy, but the intent is to set out a framework
where hundreds of contributors to Office9 i:an each be certain of a small set of global issues.
There are three.categories of these tenets. The ~rst group re’presents the set of basic operating prindples
or process standards to be used in Office9. The feature tenets cover the design of the product. The overall
pr.oduct tenets represent the global product issues.

Process Tenets
¯ All members ol~ the Office9 team, regardless ol~ the reporting structure, are responsible for the
innovations in the Office9 product. By corollary, the shared feature teams are responsible for the
integration of their work in each application.
Development and process efficiency is critical to the success ol~ the Office9 schedule, and therefore it
is better to do things the same way once rather than doing-things in multiple places. Tl~is refers both
to features and process. In other words, it is better to be the same rather than different.

Feature Tenets
¯ All features must fit easily within the product vision ~escribed. For Office9 to be ~uccessful and
focused it is important to follow the spirit of the vision. Office9 will not unilaterally .advance a single
application when if: is dear that the advance is applicable across applicatJons.
¯ When there is any doubt regarding backward compatibility when making a change to existing
functionality, ~avor the upgrade scenario over improving things for the new user. By implication,
Office9 will not make gratuitou.s changes to the user-lnterface and the Office g7 binary file format
(Access .PIDB excluded) is the binary file format for Office9 (or no additio.nal code is required on Office
97 machines for 100% save/load interoperability with Office 97).
¯ Optimizing for the web is critical to Officeg, while at the same time it is necessary to upgrade Office
97 users. Changes to the existing functionality and interface of Office 97 to enable new web
scenarios need to be made with attention to the upgrade scenario--these types of changes need to
be twice as good, not just 10% be~ter.
¯ Office9 applications will ship with the same default mode of HTML or binary and this will be derided
as development of Office9 progresses. The goal is for HTML to be a reasonable and useful default for
whole corporations. When saving as HTML, Office9 has only a single way to do this without any
wizards or options to complicate the use of this format.
¯ Office9 will embrace before it extends. Fully embracing the Internet standards and experience is core
to the Office9 product. Extending this experience is the long-term direction. Office9 will support the
Internet Explorer efforts at leveraging the W3C.
¯ Features will cleady target specific customer segments and will offer clear advantages for the
administration and cost ol~ ownership mission. All features changing existing functionality will so.!v_e.
known user-problems.
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Product Tenets
¯ Office9 will target Windows 9_5 and Windows NT Workstation 4.0 (with the requirement of particular
service packs to be determ!ned).
¯ Ohqce9 will support the user’s preference for browsing. Office9 documents will look great in Navigator
3.0, and even greater in Internet Explor.er 4.0. Office9 will support using any web server (supported
by FrontPage) for basic collaboration support, with Windows NT Server/I[S 3.0 representing the
target platform for innovation on collaboration and workgroup. "
¯ Office9 recognizes it is not the only, suite and will co-exist in a mixed environment with Office 4,
O~ce 95, and Office 97.
¯ Office9 will perform better or the sa’me as Office 97 on the :[6MB/Pentium scenario on Windows 95
(NT 4.0 is 32MB). Office9 will be benchmarked in real-world scenarios that include Outlook and/or a
browser. Office9 will continue to benchmark on 8MB/486 machines in a controlled environment to
maintain the absolute performance levels of the core applications. The 16MB scenario will be used to
define the ship/noship criteria. The goals of performance measurements are to benchmark our own
engineering as well as to ensure a great customer experience.
¯ Existing solutions for Office 97 will be migrated 100% without modification. Office 95 and Office 4
solutions will be migrated the same or better a’s they did Office 97.

